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Abstract:

The application of Artificial Intelligent approaches was introduced recently in
protection of distribution networks. These approaches started with introducing Fuzzy
Inference System, then using Artificial Neural Network .In this research, the application
of Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System for protection of bus bars will be illustrated.
The Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System can be viewed as a fuzzy system, a neural
network or fuzzy neural network. The objective of this research is firstly to detect the
fault occurrence on bus bar, secondly locating the fault. The fault detector and locator
are firstly trained using Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System technique and then
they are tested in diversity of system conditions with respect to the fault types, inception
instant, resistance and pre-fault conditions.
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1. Introduction:

Differential protection schemes are applied for high voltage bus bars. Failure – to-
trip on an internal fault, as well as false tripping of a bus bar during a load service or in
case of external fault, both have disastrous effect on the stability of power systems [4].
The challenge of bus differential protection is the issue of false differential current due
to CT saturation and ratio mismatch [12]. The bus bar protection can be classified as
high impedance and low impedance types [4]. High impedance relays are used to
provide low cost bus protection, but have limitations due to complex arrangements and
use of multi ratio current transformers. The low  impedance  measuring  principle
employs  the zone –selective  differential current  as the  operating  quantity and the sum
of the  current  magnitudes as the stabilizing signal [5] . The measuring principle must
ensure protection with CT saturation on external faults. A low –impedance  bus bar
protection operates during CT  saturation by using  a principle , which  discriminates
between saturated and un saturated  wave  forms[4]  . Recently, many novel differential
techniques have been proposed to overcome CT saturation. For external faults, the
differential current should be zero, but errors caused by CT saturation can result in a
non- zero value [10]. To prevent mal operation, the operating threshold is raised by
increasing the bias setting. Raising the bias threshold has detrimental effect on the relay
sensitivity as it prevents the detection of in –zone resistive faults. The impact of CT
ratio- bias characteristics reduces the sensitivity of the relay [10]. A new  digital
relaying technique for  bus bar protection using phase angle  change in sequence
current of incoming  CT currents  and outgoing  CT currents  [6] and as show in
Figure.1. The angle  differences  of during  fault  and pre-fault  currents  signals of
incoming and outgoing  CT’s  are the indicators of external or internal faults for  bus bar
protection[9] . The phasor concepts are used to overcome the current transformer
saturation. The major advantage of the proposed technique is that it does not require
additional voltage signal for discriminating internal and external faults [9]. Another
advantage of method is that it does not use magnitude information of the current only
for discriminating the fault and thus over comes the CT saturation   issues. The positive
sequence  component  is used  as such as a component  is available for both unbalanced
and balanced  faults [9].The  mentioned scheme is deterministic computations assuming
system  modeling based on conventional mathematical tools , and they are not well
suited for dealing with ill-defined and uncertain  systems , the intelligent  computational
techniques such as Fuzzy Inference System  (FIS) , Artificial Neural Network  (ANN)
and Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference  System  (ANFIS) as presented in  [2&3]  . They
can model qualitative aspects of human knowledge and, re-establish the process without
plenty of analysis. In addition they restore the processes without employing quantitative
analysis. Thus  these  techniques  are  fetching  great  attention  in the  research
environment  with the absence of a simple and well – defined mathematical model .
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These models are characterized by non-random uncertainties associated with vagueness
and imprecision in real - time system as given in [3].

The article is organized as follow, section I presents introduction about differential
protection of bus bars. Section II illustrates the intelligent techniques types and the
advantages of using intelligent techniques with the power system protection. Section III
presents the proposed method for bus bar differential protection using ANFIS, bus bar
modeling using ATP software and ANFIS controller modeling using MATLAB
SIMULINK. While section IV illustrates the ANFIS controller training and testing
procedure. Section V presents discussions around the experimental results and the
previous work, also the advantages of using ANFIS controller instead of other
controller. The conclusions of the research and the advantages of using phasor method
are illustrated by section VI. Section VII presents the references.

Phi I fault - Phi I pre-fault = Δ Phi

Figure (1): Phasor Diagram

2. The Intelligent Techniques Types:

The power system protection approaches are based on deterministic computations on a
well-defined model of the system to be protected. This results in taking system variation
into account as the rules are fixed. They do not have the ability to adapt dynamically to
the system operating conditions and to make correct decisions if signals are uncertain.
Recently, intelligent soft computational techniques of human knowledge features are
required. This intelligent soft computational techniques like the following as illustrated
in [3].

a)  Fuzzy Inference System   (FIS):

Fuzzy system is a non-liner - mapping between inputs and outputs. Fuzzy logic  has the
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advantage  that the  solution to the  problems can be  cast terms  that human  operators
can understand  in form of  IF- THEN  rules , so that   their  experience  can be used in
the  design  of the controller  system  . This makes it easier to mechanize tasks that are
already successfully performed by humans, on other hand. FIS is, depend on fixed
membership functions. It can’t be adjusted to compensate the error at the output of FIS
controller as presented in [3]as shown in Figure.2.

Figure(2): Fuzzy Inference System

b) Artificial Neoural Networks  (ANN):

ANN is defined as they are simply a class of mathematical algorithms to solve a
number of specific problems. It is has learning facilities which make it able to
compensate the error at the output by adjusting the weights. On other hand, it is
prohibitive computational effort.  The solution of problems can’t be cast terms that
human operators can understand as given in [3] As Shown in Figure.3.

Figure(3): Neural Network Architecture
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c)  Adaptive Neoural Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS):

It is  observed  from  the study  of  (FIS ) and  (ANN) that  the  modeling of differential
protection system by using any one of them . It will be very complex. The power system
operation in transient period cannot be easily described by artificial explicit knowledge,
because it is affected by many unknown parameters. These drawback  of (FIS) and
(ANN) are overcome by the integration  between the  ( ANN )  technology  and the
fuzzy  logic  system  ,  to originate another artificial intelligence technique called
.Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)As shown in Figure.4. This research
is integrating the learning  capabilities  of (ANN) to the  robustness  of fuzzy  logic
systems in the  sense  that  fuzzy  logic concepts are embedded also provides a natural
frame  work for combining  both numerical information in the form of input / output
pairs  and linguistic  information in  the form of IF –THEN  rules  in a uniform fashion
as presented in  [3] As illustrated in equations (1)&(2) . In  This research  the  proposed
differential  protection  relay  was applied  on 110 kv bus bar  using phase angle change
in positive sequence current  of incoming CT   and outgoing  CT as shown in Figure.2.
The fault detectors and locators are instituted by the (ANFIS) training, and then they are
tested in variety of system conditions to ensure the robustness and the comprehensive of
the proposed protection scheme as explained in [3].

Figure(4):The Architecture Of The ANFIS

Rule 1: If x is A1 and y is B1, Then Z1 = c1 (Eq.1)

Rule 2: If x is A2 and y is B2, Then Z2 = c2 (Eq.2)
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3. Proposed Method:

a) Bus Bar Modeling By ATP

A single line diagram for protected bus bar is shown in Figure.2. It is, consist of 110
KV bus bar systems with two feeders incoming and outgoing .The incoming feeder is
connected to 110KV, 500 MVA source.  The outgoing feeder is connected to the load.
Bus bar is protected by differential protection is consist of two Current Transformer
(CT) with ratio 1200/ 5. The One on incoming feeder is called incoming CT. The other
on outgoing feeder is called outgoing CT. The current transformer is represented by
ATP as ideal transformer , Type 93  non-linear  inductor ( magnetizing  branch ) and
series resistance ( burden  resistance ) . They are connected as shown in Figure .5. As
presented in [3].Figure.7 is showing the currents wave form before and after the fault
conditions which measured by the model.

Figure(5): Single Line Diagram For The Bus Bar
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b) The Model By Matlab Simulink
The differential relay model is illustrated in Figure.6. It is consist of fault detection unit

and   fault location unit as given in [3 and 10].

Figure(6): Differential Relay By Simulink

Figure(7): Pre-Fault & Fault Currents Wave Form
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4. ANFIS Controller Design:

The controller design will handle two types of controller detection and location, both
works together as one system to take the correct decision toward the protection system
operation.

a) Training Data For Fault Detection Unit:

The training data used to train the ANFIS of the fault detection unit are taken at the no-
fault conditions and fault conditions. The fault conditions are carried out at all different
fault types(i.e. single phase to ground , phase to phase , double phase to ground  and
three phase fault )  with inception  fault time (Tf)10 m-sec and fault resistance  (Rf) 0.01
, 25 ,50 ,75,100 ohms Refer to  [11] . There are many types of training data. The input
data to the FNN detection unit is the difference between the positive sequence current
magnitude measured by incoming CT at fault and pre-fault condition (Mag1) and the
difference between the positive sequence current magnitude measured by outgoing CT
at fault and pre-fault condition (Mag2). The positive sequence current is computed by
discrete three phase sequence fundamental module at sampling time 0.0001 sec. While
the output data from FNN is one (1) at fault condition and zero (0) at no-fault condition.
As shown in Figure.6.

b) Testing Data For Fault Detection Unit:

Figure.8 is showing the fault detection process .The testing data are chosen at different
fault and no fault conditions. The fault conditions are done at different fault resistances
and different fault inception times which are not chosen for the training data as given in
[9]. Some of them are shown in Table.1

c) Training Data For Fault Location Unit

The training data used to train the FNN of the fault location unit are taken at all types of
faults (i.e. single phase to ground
, phase to phase , double phase to ground  and three phase fault ) with inception fault

time  (Tf)  10 m-sec  and fault resistances (Rf) 0.01 , 25 , 50 , 75 ,100 ohms as given in
[9] . There are many types of training data. The inputs data to the FNN of the location
unit are the phase change of measured positive sequence current by incoming CT
(Phas1)  , the phase change of measured positive sequence current by outgoing CT
(Phas2) as given in [10]  , and the difference between the measured positive sequence
current magnitude of incoming CT and outgoing CT (Mag) .The positive sequence
current is computed by discrete three phase sequence fundamental module at sampling
time 0.0001 sec . While the output data from FNN is one (1) for internal fault condition
and zero (0) for external fault. As shown in Figure.9.
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Figure (8): Fault Detection unit Operation Chart

Figure (9): Fault Locator ANFIS Training Process By Matlab
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d) Testing Data For Fault Location Unit:

Figure.11 is showing fault location process. The testing data are chosen at different fault
conditions which are carried out at different fault resistances and different fault
inception times

which are not chosen for the training data as given in [9] .The testing data are taken
randomly with random fault resistances , fault  inception times and fault types  in each
training vector . Due to testing the old method (change at phase angle difference
algorithm) is applied as given in [10]. It will be successfully when the input data already
defined fault case, but for undefined fault case. The output of the controller apply the
change phase angle difference algorithm will be not true, so may be that lead to mal-
operation of protection system. ANFIS is used for the same undefined fault cases. The
change at phase angle difference for incoming, and outgoing current transformer are
calculated (Phase1 & Phase 2). The fault detection time for each fault case is detected,
by comparing with the old method. ANFIS detected the fault at certain time less than
the old method and the ANFIS output was (1) at internal fault and (0) for external fault
like the system trained before and some of the results are show in table.2. The changing
of the system parameters like source voltage and load very effective on the protection
system and should be studied. The same differential protection system without any
additional training process for the ANFIS controller is used. The system tested when
increasing the source voltage by 2.5% and then decreasing the source voltage by 2.5%.
That will be on different faults types, faults resistances, fault inception time and
different fault location. Also the system tested when increasing the load by 15 % and
then decreasing the load by 15 %. The testing will be on different faults types, faults
resistances, fault inception time and different fault location. One of the main effective
elements on the power system is the harmonics as shown in Figure.10.and Figure.12.
The harmonics make great distortion in the measured current signals. As wrong
information will be supplied to the protection system, and wrong action will be taken,
then mal-operation for the protection system leads to black shutdown. The phase angle
difference change method will not be affected by the harmonics as it is depend on the
phase angle of the measured currents. On other hand if the inputs to the ANFIS
controller were the harmonics current magnitudes the efficiency of the controller is still
unknown comparing with phase angle difference method.
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Figure(10): Fault Location unit Operation Chart

Figure(11): Pre- Fault Harmonics Analysis

Figure(12): Fault Harmonics Analysis
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5. Discussions:

The testing data at different fault cases not used before due to the training process of
the controller. The output of the controller was 0.999 for most fault conditions and
0.1065 at no fault condition. That is meaning the percentage of error for ANFIS at fault
condition is 0.1 % for most fault cases and 10 % at the no –fault condition .The fault
location unit is the major element at this research, as it is the concerned unit for tripping
signal sending. The protection system selection depend on the  time as the  system
should take the correct action at fault condition, sending  correct tripping signal for
internal fault conditions  and prevent the mal-operation due to external fault conditions.
On other hand, the fault clearing time is very important issue to avoid more damage at
power system equipment. The fault location unit is tested at different fault cases not
used before due to the training process. The output of ANFIS controller was 0.999 for
most internal fault cases and 0 for external fault cases. The system success to classify
the fault location at different fault cases not defined before due to the training process
with percentage of error 0.1 % for most internal fault conditions and nearly to 0% for
external fault conditions.

Table(1): Testing Data Of The Fault Detection Unit
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Table(2): Testing Data Of The Fault Location Unit

Table(3): Fault Location Unit At +2.5% Of Source Voltage

Table(4): Fault Location Unit at -2.5 % Of Source Voltage
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Table(5): Fault Location Unit at +15 % Of Load

Figure(6): Fault Location Unit at -15 % Of Load

6. Conclusions:
In this research the major conclusions obtained could be summarized as follows: An
Artificial Intelligent approach of bus bar differential protection for fault detection
and location in distribution system protection was introduced in this research. The
proposed approach demonstrates successful performance for the two main protection
tasks. For the fault detection task, all the testing data for the ANFIS detectors give
the correct output within the given periods that are mentioned before. For the fault
location task, all the testing data for the ANFIS locator units give the correct
estimated output with minimum error. Moreover, the testing procedure takes into
account the randomness of the faults on distribution feeder with respect to the time
of occurrence, fault location, fault type and resistance. The phasor concept is used to
overcome the current transformer saturation and mismatch. The proposed technique
is not using the voltage signal for discriminating the fault location.
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   Rf

Fault Time
Fault Resistance


